
it’s 

we’re MONARCH 

there’s fr nobody like us

we’re Principal Doan dancing in a banana hat 
it like… hits different

we’re seniors chasing each other with plastic spoons 
grill club cooking burgers outside in the courtyard 

ribbons glittering BLACK and GOLD on car door 
handles 
apollo choir singing around the A-Hole before school 

lowkey it’s all a vibe

we’re losing our last brain cells in Wuesthoff’s 
seventh period

it’s like…we literally might be dying

LIKE...
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we’re trying not to slip as we walk up from J lot 
literally praying for a snow day 
burning our tongues on coffee from the PERK on Tuesday 
mornings when it’s actually so cold 

it’s like KINDNESS slips being passed around by DECA 
it’s like singing valentines from Chamber Choir 
it’s like how no one knows what the “bungalow ” 
actually is

‘cuz we’re MONARCH

it’s like...YEAH!

hiding from the security guards while we wander 

A Hall during lunch 

watching Inaki dance to “Y.M.C.A.” next to Tolbert’s 
speaker on Friday 
HIGHKEY such a bop
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yeah, we’re Monarch 
we killed it! 
 

the Mix literally won a Pacemaker 
Boys basketball swept the county
BEAT THAT! 

we sped 40 down Campus Drive on a friday night, 
BLASTING our playlist out the windows of our Subaru  

we wore our best GLITTERY GOLD to playoff basketball games 
we watched our Marching Band get all the dubs 
DEADASS we ATE.  
 

we pulled all nighters to finish one of Mrs. Cawlfield’s 
20 page essays 
like, are you fr? 
 

we braved a blizzard just to watch opening night of MATILDA 
we snuck out of class to pet Greta in the counseling office 
we laughed out loud when Dominic Spacone got mad 

it’s LIKE...
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it’s like passing period traffic jams on B Hall stairs 

like, is walking really this hard? 

it’s like how the SILENT DISCO was literally 
100 degrees 

like, seriously? 
 

it’s like seniors throwing their homework off the 
B hall balconies 

it’s like teachers CRYING during the GAUNTLET 

it’s like that rush we got when we high fived MIGHTY MO

it’s like...

YEAH!
we’re MONARCH
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